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We study the influence of the curvature of a circular cylindrical grating on the
diffraction of a TE or TM polarized electromagnetic plane wave. For every ratio of
the wave length l to the period d, we prove the local approximation in the planar
field by a plane infinite grating, when the radius R of the circular grating goes to
 .infinity. The error estimates are optimal and of order O drR outside some
transition regions corresponding to a tangent Bragg's mode or to transition
between the region of direct illumination and the region of shadow, where the
  2r3 1r3..error is like O dr l R . In each region, we calculate the first corrector,
solution of an infinite plane grating diffraction problem. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS
There is a great interest in the mathematical study of the diffraction by
gratings. The electromagnetic gratings are arrays of conducting and dielec-
tric materials having periodic structure with a great number of periods.
They are manufactured by micro-electronic techniques. They are used as
anti-reflecting surfaces, as wave guide selectors, for beam splitting, and as
beams mirrors in high lasers.
Most authors assume the grating plane infinite and lit up by an incident
plane wave. That reduces the diffraction problem to a quasi-periodic one
set in one elementary cell. Many authors have worked on the well-posed-
w x w xness of this diffraction problem, cf. Alber 2 , Wilcox 7 , Nedelec andÂ Â
w x w xStarling 5 , and Chen and Friedman 3 , for instance. The main result is
that there is existence and uniqueness of solution but for a possible
sequence of frequencies going to infinity.
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Another advantage of this assumption is to make possible the numerical
approximation of the diffraction problem as soon as only one single cell is
considered. That justifies the infinite plane periodic model for the gratings.
Unfortunately, in the industrial applications, gratings are not plane nor
infinite. The complete calculus of the scattered wave by the curved grating
leads to a great number of unknowns and consequently to very heavy or
.not feasible computations. Our motivation in this paper is to closely
investigate the influence of the curvature of the grating on the solution of
the diffraction problem.
We consider a curved grating covering a perfectly conducting body. The
wavelength l is comparable to the period d of the curved grating and
small compared to the conducting body. Near the curved periodic struc-
ture, the diffracted wave is approximated by the one diffracted at the
tangent infinite plane grating. This is the geometric-optics approximation
for curved gratings. In addition to the usual transition regions between
light and shadow, we note that the geometric-optics approximation is less
satisfying in other regions corresponding to tangent Bragg's modes. We
construct first correctors everywhere near the grating. They are solutions
of quasi-periodic problems set in an elementary cell of the plane grating.
In this paper, we consider a circular cylindrical grating and a TE or a
TM polarized electromagnetic incident plane wave uinc. So we are led to
the study of 2D Helmholtz equations. This 2D grating is invariant by
rotation of angle 2prN where N is the number of periods. Let R s0
Ndr2p be the radius of the conducting body. In order to explain our
results, let us make some remarks on the infinite plane grating shown in
Fig. 1.
FIG. 1. The infinite plane grating.
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The scattered wave usc by this infinite plane periodic structure is, for y2
large enough, in the form
usc s usceikm n y2qi ksin u i ncqn l r d. y1 , n
ngZ
where
2¡ inc inc< <’1 y sin u q nlrd if sin u q nlrd - 1, .~m sn 2inc¢’i sin u q nlrd y 1 else. .
For y going to q`, usc is a finite sum of plane waves. The number and2
the type of these plane waves depend on lrd and on the angle of
incidence u inc. Let us examine on a simple example the influence of the
inc  .angle of incidence u . Let us take lrd s 1r2 see Fig. 2 .
For ypr6 - u inc - pr6, we have three propagative modes which are
n s y1, 0, 1. For pr6 - u inc - pr2, we have three propagative modes
which are n s 0, 1, 2. For ypr2 - u inc - ypr6, we have three propaga-
tive modes which are n s y2, 1, 0. Note that, varying the angle of inci-
dence u inc between ypr2 and pr2, the plane grating has three different
 . optical behaviors: type I, n s y1, n s 0, n s 1 ; type II, n s 0, n s 1,
.  .n s 2 ; and type II9, n s y2, n s y1, n s 0 . Type II9 is the symmetric
of type II.
Now, for the curve grating let us define the regions I, II, II9 and S as
shown in Fig. 3.
In the interior of regions I, II, II9, and S the error of approximation by
 .the tangent plane infinite grating is of order O drR . Around points T0 II, S
and T , we have transition regions whose size on the circle of radius RII9, S 0
is of order l1r3R2r3 and the error approximation is of order0
  2r3 1r3..O dr l R . Around points T and T , we have transition regions0 I, II I, II9
whose size on the circle of radius R is of order l2r3R1r3 and the error0 0
FIG. 2. The propagative modes for the infinite plane grating.
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FIG. 3. The transition regions for the curved grating.
  2r3 1r3..approximation is of order O dr l R . Note that the transition re-0
gions I, II9 and I, II are much smaller than II, S and I, S.
These results are valid for every ratio h of the period d of the grating to
w xthe wave length l. They are extended to a convex grating in 1 .
The outline of this paper is as follows. We first set the problem we are
dealing with. Section 3 is devoted to reducing the problem to diffraction
problems set in an elementary truncated cell. In Section 4, we prove our
approximation result. Section 5 is devoted to constructing in each region
the first corrector.
2. SETTING OF THE PROBLEM
 . 2Let Q, e , e be an orthonormal basis of R , related to a system of the1 2
 .Cartesian coordinate x , x . Let R, R , and d be positive constants. Let1 2 0
c x w x wO be an open bounded set in 0, d = 0, q` and O defined as
cx w x wO s 0, d = 0, q` _ O .
Let Gc denote the boundary of Oc,
O s y , y g O such that y - h , 4 .h 1 2 2
where h s R y R is a constant. We define0
G s y , y g O such that y s h , 4 .h 1 2 2
Gd s y , y g O such that y s w y , 4 .  .1 2 2 1
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where w is a periodic function in y with period d and1
O d s y , y g O such that y - w y . 4 .  .1 2 2 1
The infinite plane grating is defined as
O , where O s O q jde .D j j 1
jgZ
O is called the unit cell of the plane infinite grating, Oc the unit con-
d ducting inclusion, and O the dielectric material in the unit plane cell see
.Fig. 4 .
The curved grating is the image of the infinite plane one by the mapping
x wf : y , y g R = 0, q` ¬ f y , y s x r , u , .  .  .1 2 1 2
where
R u s y mod 2p R and r s R q y , .0 1 0 0 2
in cylindrical coordinates. R is the radius of the circle of center Q and d0
is the period of the plane grating. They are such that the number of
periods
N s 2p R rd 4 1.0
Let Vc denote the conducting medium, Vd the dielectric material, V e the
2 c  .exterior domain, and V s R _ V see Fig. 5 .
We introduce V and Vc , the intersection between V and Vc and theu ul l
sector
FIG. 4. Unit plane cell.
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FIG. 5. The circular cylindrical grating.
 4u - u - u q 2prN ,l l
where
2p l
u s .l N
We define V asu , Rl
 4V s V l r - R ,u , R ul l
S as the circle of center Q and radius R, andR
 4S s r s R , u - u - u q 2prNR , u l ll
 .see Fig. 6 .
FIG. 6. Unit curved cell.
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We are interested in the scattering problem of the Helmholtz equation
by the circular cylindrical grating. In the case of a TM or a TE polarized
incident plane wave, Maxwell's equations become
1¡
2div =u q k « u s 0 in V ,
m
~ ­ u P .
u s 0 or s 0 on ­ V ,
­ n¢ inu y u satisfying an outgoing radiation condition.
uin is a fixed incident plane wave in the direction of the negative x-axis in
 .the Cartesian coordinate system Q, e , e1 2
uin x s eyi k r cos u . .
The dielectric coefficients « and m are in L`. They satisfy m s m9 q im0
and « s « 9 q i« 0, where
m9 r , u G m ) 0, m0 r , u G 0, m r , u q 2prN s m r , u , .  .  .  .0
« 9 r , u G « ) 0, « 0 r , u G 0, .  .0
and « r , u q 2prN s « r , u . .  .
We assume that m s 1 and « s 1 in the exterior domain V e.
Now, we also describe the functional setting needed to state our bound-
ary value problems in suitable mathematical forms. We shall use standard
notations for the usual functional spaces. We need to define Sobolev
1  .spaces of quasi-periodic functions. To this end let H V be thej, u u , Rl
closure of the set
` i j2p r Nc g C V : c r , u q 2prN s e c r , u .  .  . 4
1 . 1  .in H V ; H D, V is the closure of the same set inu , R j, u u , Rl l
H 1 D , V s u g H 1 V such that Du g L2 V . .  .  . 4u , R u , R u , Rl l l
1 .Let H O denote the closure of the setu hl
` i k d sin u lc g C O : c y q d , y s e c y , y .  . 4 .h 1 2 1 2
1 .in H O andh
H 1 V s c (fy1 : c g H 1 O . . .  4u u , R u hl l l
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It is not difficult to show that we can extend a periodic version of the first
trace on G and S , well defined for functions inh R , u l
` i k d sin u lc g C O : c y q d , y s e c y , y .  . 4 .h 1 2 1 2
and in
` i k d sin u lc g C V : c r , u q 2prN s e c r , u , .  . 5 /u , Rl
1r2 . 1r2 .denoted by H G and H S .u h u R , ul l l
3. QUASI-PERIODIC PROBLEMS
 .We start by reducing the problem P to N diffraction problems set in
 .the elementary truncated cell V for a fixed l of the circular cylindri-u , Rl
cal grating. The idea is to use the invariance of the grating by the rotation
 .of angle 2prN and to introduce the family T of Dirichlet to Neumannj
operators to write transparent boundary conditions on S . Let us setR , u l
uin r , u s uin r , u q n2prN eyi n j2p r N , 0 F j F N y 1. .  .j
ngZ
uin satisfiesj
uin r , u q 2prN s uin r , u ei j2p r N , .  .j j
and the 2p periodicity in u of uin gives
Ny1
in inu s u . j
js0
 .Consider now P the following diffraction problem corresponding to thej
incident wave uin:j
1¡
2div =u q k « u s 0 in V ,j jm
~ ­ u P .j ju s 0 or s 0 on ­ V ,j ­ n
in¢u y u satisfying an outgoing radiation condition.j j
Due to the quasi-periodicity of u , we are able to set an equivalentj
problem in V . An application of the elliptic regularity theory will let us tou l
expand u in a Fourier series for large r. Notice that the decomposition ofj
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in in 1, l oc .u into u allows us to seek each u g H V and we may prove thatj j j, u u l1, l oc .  .there exists a unique solution u g H V of P and u is the sum ofj j, u u jl1, l oc .u in H V . More precisely, we prove the following lemma:j
 .LEMMA 3.1. The unique solution of the problem P is the sum of the N
 .solutions of the following problems P , set in the elementary truncated cellj, R
V ,u , Rl
¡ 1seek u g H D , V .j j , u u , Rl
1
2div =u q k « u s 0 in V ,j j u , Rlm~ P . j , R­ uj cu s 0 or s 0 on ­ V ,j u l­ n
­
in inu y u s T u y u on S , .  .¢ j j j j j R , u l­ n
where
T : ¨ s ¨ ein Nqj.u ¬ T ¨ s Z k , R ¨ ein Nqj.u . . j n Nqj j n Nqj n Nqj
ngZ ngZ
H 1.9 kR .n
Z k , R s k , .n 1.H kR .n
 1..where the H are the Hankel functions satisfying the outgoing radiationn
condition.
 .The scattering problem P has an equivalent variational formulation:j, R
1  .  c .find u g H V u s 0 on ­ V in the TM case such thatj j, u u , R j ul l
­ uinjin 1a u , ¨ s y T u y , ¨ , ; ¨ g H V .  . .j j j j j j j j , u u , R ; l­ n
 c .¨ s 0 on ­ V in the TM case . Here the sesquilinear form is defined byj u l
1
2  :a u , ¨ s =u =¨ y k « u ¨ y T u , ¨ , . H Hj j j j j j j j j jmV Vu , R u , Rl l
 : 1r2 . y1r2 .and ? , ? represents the dual pairing of H S with H S .j, u R , u j, u R , ul l
The operator
T : H 1r2 S ¬ Hy1r2 S .  .j j , u R , u j , u R , ul l
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 w x .is continuous and such that see Nedelec 4 for the proofÂ Â
1 2
2 : 5 5yR e T ¨ , ¨ G ¨ , 1 .L S .j j j j R2 R
and
 :I m T ¨ , ¨ ) 0 if ¨ / 0. 2 .j j j j
The proof of Lemma 3.1 is based on Fredholm's alternative and on the
 .  .  .inequalities 1 and 2 . From 1 , we show that
5 5 2 2 5 5 2 2R e a u , u G C =u y C u , . L V . L V , R.j j j 1 j 2 ju , R ul l
where C and C are two strictly positive constants. Now, since the1 2
1 . 2 .imbedding H V in L V is compact, existence of solutionsu , R u , Rl l
 .follows from uniqueness. Inequality 2 may show uniqueness and there-
fore, the proof of Lemma 3.1 is complete.
4. CONVERGENCE TO THE PLANE INFINITE GRATING
We suppose that the wave number k and the period d are fixed. We
want to replace the curved grating by an infinite plane grating and to
estimate the error due to this approximation. Notice that the solution u0u l
of the plane infinite grating is quasi-periodic, since it satisfies
u0 y q d , y s eik sinu l u0 y , y . .  .u 1 2 u 1 2l t
Our program is therefore the following: first, prove that the solution u of
 .the problem P is locally almost quasi-periodic; second, using the last
a 1 .result, replace u by u g H V solution of the diffraction problem inu u u , Rl l l
V ; third, compare the two variational formulations of the curved and theu l
plane grating problems. The goal of the next subsection is to prove that u
is almost quasi-periodic in the truncated cell V .u , Rl
4.1. Approximation of the Quasi-periodicity
We have the following lemma:
LEMMA 4.1. There exists a constant C ) 0 such that
2p d
ik d sin u l 15 5u r , u q y e u r , u F C sup u . 3 .  .H V .u , Rj / 1 .N RH Vu , R 1FjFNl
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Proof. Let us consider the function
2p
sc ik d sin u scw r , u s u r , u q y e u r , u , .  . /N
where usc is the scattered wave. It is defined as
usc s u y uin .
w satisfies
1¡
2div =w q k « w s f in V ,
m~ ­ w
in inw s yg or s yh on ­ V ,
­ n¢w satisfying an outgoing radiation condition,
where
kd ­ u ­ u
2 i k d sin uf s im cos u y h cos u u y i sin u u q i e ,2  5 /­u m ­umr
2p
in in ik d sin u ing s u r , u q y e u r , u , . /N
and
­ uin r , u q 2prN ­ uin r , u .  .
in ik d sin uh s y e
­ n ­ n
­ sin u
in ik k d sin uq ikd u r , u -u r , u e on ­ V . .  . .
­ n
We will look for w under the sum of quasi-periodic w . We write f , g in,p
and hin as
N
f s f , p
ps1
N




in inh s h . p
ps1
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Each w satisfies the equationsp
1¡
2div =w q k « w s f in V ,p p pm
~ ­ wpin inw s yg or s yh on ­ V ,p p p­ n¢w satsifying an outgoing radiation condition.p
Therefore, in the TM case, there exists a constant C ) 0 independent of
p, N, and R such that
5 5 2 1 5 5 2 2 5 in 5 2 1w F C f q g .H V . L V . H V . 5p p pu , R u , R u , Rl l l
So that
N N





2 25 5 5 5f s N f ,L V . L V .pR u , Rl
ps1
N




2 2in in2 25 5 5 5h s N h .L V . L V .pR u , Rl
ps1
As a consequence, there exists C ) 0 independent of p, N, and R such
that
12 2 2in1 2 15 5 5 5 5 5w F C f q g , 4H V . L V . H V .u , R R Rl N
and therefore, by estimating
5 in ik d sin u l i n 5 1 5 in 5 2 1u r , u q 2prN y e u r , u , g .  . H V . H V .u , R Rl
5 5 2 2and f , the proof of Lemma 4.1 is complete in the TM case. TheL V .R
 .proof of the estimate 3 in the TE case is similar and then we omit it.
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We can also obtain a global estimate by the following lemma:
LEMMA 4.2. There exists a constant C ) 0 such that
p d
ik d sin u 15 5u r , u q 2 y e u r , u F C u . 4 .  .H V .R / 1 .N RH V R
a 1 .  cNow, consider u g X s X V null trace on ­ V in the TMu l u u , R ul l l l
.case , unique solution of the following quasi-periodic variational problem
in V : find ua g X such thatu , R u ll l
1
a a 2 a a a :b u , w s =u =w y k « u w y T u , w . H Hu u u u u ul l l l l lmV Vu , R u , Rl l
­ uinÄ
a ins y T u , w , 5 .Äu ;l­ n
for any w g X , where uin is an incident quasi-periodic wave defined asÄl
uin r , u s eyi k R cos u l eyi k Rsin u l .uyu l . .Ä
for u - u - u q 2p N and R - r - R ,l l 0
and T a is the Dirichlet to Neumann operator given byu l




n s q sin un lh
and
z k , R s Z k , R . .  .n k Rnn n
From Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, we may prove that u can be approximated by
ua in the elementary curved cell V . More precisely, using Lemma 4.6,u u , Rl l
we can establish the estimate
d
a 1 15 5 5 5u y u F C u .H V . H V .u u , R u , Rl l lR
Therefore, instead of comparing u in V to the solution u0 of theu , R ul l
tangent infinite plane grating, we compare ua to u0 .u ul l
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a  .The existence and the uniqueness of the u solution of 5 follows fromu l
the following lemma:
LEMMA 4.3. There exists a unique solution ua g X of the ¨ariationalu ll
 .problem 5 .
This lemma is quite similar to Lemma 3.1 thanks to inequalities
1 2a 2 : 5 5yR e T w , w G w ,L S .u Rl 2 R
and
 a :I m T w , w ) 0 if w / 0,u l
and we omit the proof.
4.2. Approximation of the Dirichlet to Neumann Operator
The diffraction problem at an infinite plane grating at the incidence
u is equivalent to the following problem set in the elementary truncatedl
cell O :h
¡ 1seek ¨ g H D , O .u hl
1
2div =¨ q k « ¨ s 0 in Ohm~
­ ¨
c¨ s 0 or s 0 on G ,
­ n
­
in in¨ y ¨ s T ¨ y ¨ on G , .  .¢ u hl­ n
where
¨ in y , y s eik y1sin u lyy 2cos u l . .1 2
and T is the Dirichlet to Neumann operator given byu l
¨ s ¨ ei2p n r dqk sin u l . y1 ¬ T ¨ s im ¨ ei2p n r dqk sin u l . y1 n u n nl
ngZ ngZ
2¡ 2 < <’k y 2p nrd q k sin u if k ) 2p nrd q k sin u , .l l~m sn 2 2¢’i 2p nrd q k sin u y k else. .l
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This scattering problem has the variational formulation
­ ¨ in
ina ¨ , w s y T ¨ , w .u u ;t t­ n
; w g X s H 1 O w s 0 on Gc in the TM case . 6 .  .  .l u hl
a is the continuous sesquilinear form on X , given byu ll
1
2  :a ¨ , w s =¨ =w y k « ¨w y T ¨ , w . 7 .  .H Hu ul lmO Oh h
 w x w x w xMany authors Alber 2 , Wilcox 7 , Nedelec and Starling 5 , and ChenÂ Â
w x.and Friedman 3 have investigated the uniqueness and existence results
for the problem of diffraction by a periodic plane grating. It is known that
up to a possible sequence of wave numbers k going to infinity, this
variational problem has a unique solution. Throughout what follows, we
make the following assumptions:
 .H.1 We assume that the infinite plane grating admits a unique
solution u0 in X .u ll
 .H.2 kR 4 1.
The following asymptotic expansions for Bessel functions lead us to
make the next definition:
DEFINITION 4.1. V is in a transition region if there exists n g Z,u , Rl
such that:
n y2r3q sin u s 1 q j kR , 8 .  .lh
< <where j - c and c is a constant.
Outside the transition regions, the asymptotic expansions of Debye for
 1..  w x.qthe Bessel functions H hold see, for instance, F. W. J. Olver 6 .n n g R
It follows that for each fixed n g Z,
1
z k , R s im q O . 9 .  .n nn  /R
w xAccording to 6 , we have
1r2
2 3
J kR s cos c q sin c .n n n1r2 1r2n  52 2 /p kR 1 y n 24kR 1 y n .  .n n
1
q O , 10 .5r3 /kR .




Y kR s sin c y cos c .n n n1r2 1r2n  52 2 /p kR 1 y n 24kR 1 y n .  .n n
1
q O , 11 .5r3 /kR .
where
p1r22c s ykRn arcos n y kR 1 y n y . .n n n n 4
X  . X  .The asymptotic expansions of J kR and Y kR are obtained in an nn n
 .  .manner analogous to 10 and 11 ,
1r2
2 9
XJ kR s ysin c y cos c .n n n1r2 1r2n  52 2 /p kR 1 y n 24kR 1 y n .  .n n
1




XY kR s cos c y sin c .n n n1r2 1r2n  52 2 /p kR 1 y n 24kR 1 y n .  .n n
1
q O . 13 .5r3 /kR .
 .  .In order to get the asymptotic expansion of z k, R , we combine 10 ton n
 .13 to obtain
1 1
z k , R s im y q O . 14 .  .n n 2r3 5r3n  /2 R k R
In the transition regions we use the same asymptotic expansions up to the
 .  .integer satisfying 8 where the asymptotic expansion of z k, R may ben n
 .1r3obtained by use of uniform asymptotic expressions of J kR ,k Rqj k R.




1r3z k , R s c j q O , 15 .  .  .k Rqj k R. 1r3  /RR
 .where c j is expressible in terms of the Airy functions.
w xAccording to 6 , we have
21r3 1
1r3




1r3Y kR s y B 2 j q O . .  .k Rqj k R. i1r3  /kRkR .








1r3Y kR s B 2 j q O . .  .k Rqj k R. i2r3 4r3 /kR kR .  .
Thus we obtain
k 2r3 1
1r3z k , R s c j q O , .  .k Rqj k R. 1r3  /RR
where
iBX 21r3j y AX 21r3 j .  .i i1r3c j s 2 . 16 .  .1r3 1r3A 2 j y iB 2 j .  .i i
We remark that these transition regions are a generalization of the
usual regions separating the region of direct illumination from the region
 .of shadow. Equation 8 gives that if V is in a transition region thenu , Rl
there exist n g Z and j such that
n y2r3sin u s y " 1 " j kR , 17 .  .l h
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< <where j - c. The number of the transition regions is then of order of
2 = 2h s 4h. For u small enough, we have
sin u q u s sin u q u cos u q O u 2 , 18 .  .  .l l l
if u / pr2 and u / 3pr2.l l
For u s pr2 or u s 3pr2, we havel l
1
2 4sin u q u s sin u y u sin u q O u . 19 .  .  .l l l2
 .  .Therefore, from 17 ] 19 , we deduce that the size of the polar angle um a x
corresponding to a transition region is of order
p 3p¡ y2r3O kR , if u f , , . . l  52 2~u sm a x p 3py1r3O kR , if u g , . . . l¢  52 2
The size on the circle of radius R of each transition region is of order
l2r3R1r3 except the two regions corresponding to n s 0 which are of order
l1r3R2r3.
We introduce the pseudo-differential operator T a related to T a byu ul l
T a w s T a w(f . .  .u ul l
Now, we estimate the difference between the curved and the plane
Dirichlet]Neumann operator. We have the following lemma:
LEMMA 4.4. There exists a constant C ) 0, such that, for any f and
1r2 .g g H G , one hasu hl
a a ybl l y1r2 1r25 5 5 5T y T f , g F Ck R f g . 20 . : . H G . H G .u u h hl l
 .  .  .a , b s 2r3, 1r3 if V is in a transition region, 0, 1 if not.l l u , Rl
The approximation is less satisfying in the transition regions which is of
order k 2r3rR1r3. We prove the following theorem:
THEOREM 4.1. We assume that u0 is unique, then there exists a constantu l
C ) 0 such that
5 0 y1 5 1 a l yb l 5 5 1u (f y u F Ck R u . 21 .H V , R. H V .u u u , Rl l l
 .  .  .a , b s 2r3, 1r3 if V is in a transition region, 0, 1 if not.l l u , Rl
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 .The proof of the error estimate 21 is based on the following lemma:
LEMMA 4.5. Consider X a separable Hilbert space, a and a two continu-0 r
ous sesquilinear form on X satisfying the conditions:
 .  . 5 5 2i ' a ) 0, ; ¨ g X, R e a ¨ , ¨ G a ¨ ;X0
 .  . N  .  .ii ; u g X , u © u « a u , u ª a u, u ;n n r n n r
 .  .  .  .iii a u, u s a u, u q a u, u s 0 « u s 0.0 r
 .Let u be a sequence in X, thenn
ys 5 5 5 5 ysa u , u q a u , u s O n u s ) 0 « u s O n . .  .  .  .  .X X0 n n r n n n n
Proof. This lemma is proved by contradiction, using compactness and
uniqueness arguments. If we suppose that Lemma 4.5 were not true, then
for every C ) 0, n g N, there would exist n G n such that0 0
5 5 ysu G Cn .Xn
 s .  s .So there exists a subsequence of n u , still denoted by n u such thatn n
5 s 5n u converges to q`. We introduceXn
un¨ s .n 5 5u Xn
We have
5 5¨ s 1 « ¨ © ¨ . 22 .Xn n
 .Now, we shall show that there exists a subsequence of ¨ that convergesn
 .to 0 in X. The existence of such a subsequence would contradict 22 .
ys 5 5a u , u s a u , u q a u , u s O n u .  .  .  . Xn n 0 n n r n n n
implies that
a ¨ , ¨ s a ¨ , ¨ q a ¨ , ¨ ª 0. 23 .  .  .  .n n 0 n n r n n
 .  .Furthermore, since ¨ is bounded and a satisfies ii , there exists an r
 .  .subsequence, still denoted by ¨ , such that a ¨ y ¨ , ¨ y ¨ ª 0.n r n n
Hence, using
a ¨ y ¨ , ¨ y ¨ ª ya ¨ , ¨ , .  .0 n n 0
 .  .  .i gives a ¨ , ¨ s 0. From property iii , it follows that ¨ s 0. So ¨n
 .converges strongly to 0 in X. This contradicts 22 . Hence Lemma 4.5 is
proved.
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We now recall that u0 solvesu l
­ ¨ in
0 in 1a u , w s y T ¨ , w , ; w g H V , . .u u u u u , R ;l l t l l­ n
and ua solvesu l
­ uinÄ
a a in 1b u , w s y T u , w , ; w g H V .Ä  . .u u u u u , R ;l l l l l­ n
We see that
­ ¨ in
0 a 0 a in 0 aa u y u (f , u y u (f s y T ¨ , u y u (f .u u u u u u u u ;l l l l l l l l­ n
y a ua (f , u0 y ua (f . .u u u ul l l l
Hence, we have
a u0 y ua (f , u0 y ua (f .u u u u ul l l l l
­ ¨ in
in 0 a a 0 y1 as y T ¨ , u y u (f y b u , u (f y u .u u u u u u u ;l l l l l l l­ n
q b ua , u0 (fy1 y ua y a ua (f , u0 y ua (f . .  .u u u u u u u ul l l l l l l l
 .By using 5 , we obtain
a u0 y ua (f , u0 y ua (f .u u u u ul l l l l
­ ¨ in ­ uinÄ
in 0 a a in 0 y1 as y T ¨ , u y u (f y y T u , u (f y uÄu u u u u u ;  ;l l l l l l­ n ­ n
q b ua , u0 (fy1 y ua y a ua (f , u0 y ua (f .  .u u u u u u u ul l l l l l l l
and
b ua , u0 (fy1 y ua y a ua (f , u0 y ua (f .  .u u u u u u u ul t l l l l l l
1
a 0 y1 as =u = u (f y uH  .u u ut l lmVu , Rl
2 a 0 y1 a a a 0 y1 a :y k « u u (f y u y T u , u (f y uH  .u u u u u u ul l l l l l l
Vu , Rl
2 a 0 a a 0 a :q k « u (f u y u (f q T u (f , u y u (fH  .u u u u u u ul l l l l l l
Oh
1




a 0 y1 a a 0 aI s =u = u (f y u y =u (f = u y u (f ,H H .  .1 u u u u u ul l l l l lm mV Ou , R hl
a 0 y1 a a 0 aI s « u u (f y u y « u (f u y u (f ,H H .  .2 u u u u u ul l l l l l
V Ou , R hl
a a 0 y1 a a 0 a :  :I s T u , u (f y u y T u (f , u y u (f ,3 u u u u u u u ul l l l l l l l
and
in in­ ¨ ­ uÄ
in 0 a a in 0 y1 aI s y T ¨ , u y u (f y y T u , u (f y u .Ä4 u u u u u u ;  ;l l l l l l­ n ­ n
Now, we are able to say that
1
a 0 a1 15 5 5 5I F u u y u (f ,H V . H O .1 u u uu , R hl l llR
1
a 0 a1 15 5 5 5I F u u y u (f .H V . H O .2 u u uu , R hl l llR
By applying Lemma 4.5, we may prove that
k a l
a 0 a1 15 5 5 5I F u u y u (f ,H V . H O .3 u u uu , R hb l l lllR
and
k a l
0 a 15 5I F C u y u (f .H O .4 u u hb l llR
Finally, we get
0 a 0 aa u y u (f , u y u (f .u u u u ul l l l l
1 k a l
a 0 a1 15 5 5 5F C q u u y u (fH V . H O .u u uu , R hb l l l l /lR R
k a l
0 a 15 5q u y u (f . 24 .H O .u u hb l l 5lR
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1 .Now, let X s H V ,u u , Rl l
1
 :a ¨ , w s =¨ =w q « ¨w y T ¨ , w . H H0 u tmO Oh h
and
2a ¨ , w s y k q 1 « ¨w. .  .Hr
Oh
Lemma 4.6 allows us to conclude.
5. THE FIRST CORRECTOR
The first corrector in the elementary truncated cell V should correctu , Rt
the Dirichlet to Neumann operator and the error introduced by the
1 .  c .transformation f. For any w g H V w s 0 on ­ V in the TE case ,u u ul l l
we have
a u0 y ua (f , w(f s b ua , w y a ua (f , w(f .  . .u u u u u u ul l l l t l l
­ ¨ in ­ uinÄ
in a inq yT ¨ , w(f y yT u , w .Äu u ;  ;l l­ n ­ n
It is clear that
b ua , w y a ua (f , w(f .  .u u u ul l l l
1
a 2 a a a :s =u =w y k « u w y T u , wH Hu u u ul t l lmV Vu , R u , Rl l
1
ay = u (f = w(f . .H u lmOh








a a=u =w y = u (f = w(f . .H Hu ul lm mV Ou , R hl
1 1
0s y =u = w(f y dy q O , .H u 2 2l  /m ROh
and
2 a 2 ayk « u w q k « u (f w(f . .H Hu ul l
V Ou , R hl
1
2 0s k « u w(f y dy q O . .H u 2 2l  /ROh
 .  .  .Using the two asymptotic expansions 14 and 15 of z k, R , we verifyn n
that
­ ¨ in ­ uinÄ
in a iny T ¨ , w(f y y T u , wÄu u ;  ;t l­ n ­ n
1 1
in :s y ¨ , w(f q O ,5r3 /2 R
outside transition regions and
­ ¨ in ­ uin 1Ä
in a in c in :y T ¨ , w(f y y T u , w s T ¨ , w(f q O ,Äu u l ;  ;l l  /­ n ­ n R
if V is in a transition region. T c is the pseudo-differential operatoru , R ll
defined as
T c : ¨ ei2p n r dqk sin u l . y1 ¬ d n ¨ ei2p n0 r dqk sin u l . y1 , . l n 0 n0
nngZ 0
 .where n are the integers satisfying 8 and0
¡c j y 2j if 0 F j - c, . ’0 0 0~d n s .0 ¢c j y i y 2j if yc - j - 0. . ’0 0 0
 .  .We recall that c j is the function defined by 16 .
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By the same manner, we have
1 1
a a a 0 :  :T u (f , w(f y T u , w s y u , w(f q O , . : .u u u u u 5r3l l t t l  /2 R
outside transition regions and
1
a a a c 0 :  :T u (f , w(f y T u , w s T u , w(f q O , . : .u u u u l ul l t t l  /R
if V is in a transition region. Finally, the following propositions follow.u , Rl
PROPOSITION 5.1. If V is outside the transition regions then the firstu , Rl
corrector u1 is the unique solution of the following ¨ariational problem:u l1 .; w g H O ,u hl
1 1
1 0 2 0 0 in :a u , w s y =u =wy dy q k « u wy dy y u q ¨ , w .H H .u u u 2 u 2 ul l l l lm 2O Oh h
25 .
In this case, the solution u has the asymptotic expansion
1
0 y1 1 y1u r , u ; u (f r , u q u (f r , u . 26 .  .  .  .u ul lR0
PROPOSITION 5.2. If V is in a transition region, the first corrector isu , Rl
obtained as a solution of
a u1 , w s T c u0 q ¨ in , w , ; w g H 1 O 27 .  . ; .  .u u l u u hl l l l
 c .w s 0 on ­ V in the TE case .u l
Finally, we derive in the transition regions the following asymptotic
expansion for u:
k 2r3
0 y1 1 y1u r , u ; u (f r , u q u (f r , u . 28 .  .  .  .u u1r3l lR
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We conclude with some remarks on some extensions and generaliza-
tions. First we remark that the asymptotic expansion of the scattered wave
w xmay be extended to a strictly convex grating. In 1 , we derive a geometric-
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optics solution outside the transition regions, satisfying a Helmholtz equa-
tion to arbitrarily order and we show that the first order approximation is a
solution of the infinite plane tangent grating diffraction problem. Finally,
we remark that we can apply the same procedure in the case of Maxwell's
equations and a curved doubly periodic non-homogeneous structure to
generalize the result of approximation by an infinite plane grating proved
in this paper.
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